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We invite you to submit your research to explore the theme of 

Transform Business for Good for the EURAM 23rd Conference. 
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Federico II; Emmanuel Coblence, ISG International Business School; Luca Pareschi, Università di Roma Tor 
Vergata; Luigi Maria Sicca, University of Naples Federico II 

 

Short description: 

We welcome contributions that investigate the sources of organizational knowledge through empirical research 
or theoretical accounts. In our understanding, those sources have to be found in ancient disciplines and 
practices, till arriving at the very archetypes of our social cohabitation and our sense-making of the world: the 
thought that becomes philosophy, the matter that becomes art, the relation that becomes medium. While arts 
and media have long been considered as objects of management knowledge and business practices, we invite 
scholars to consider them also as sources from which management could learn, looking "Now" at the past to 
inspire the future. 

 

Long description: 

In this track we welcome contributions that investigate aesthetic sources of organizational knowledge as a way 
to reframe the relationship between business and society and transform the business for good.  

The dominance of the North-American Business School model within the broader context of the establishment 
of management as an academic discipline, in the aftermath of WWII, has often concealed the dependence of 
this discipline on much older knowledge and practices. Philosophy and arts have been among the sites where 
the very categories of collectivity, coordination, and agency have been coined. As such we look at them as 
millennial sources of knowledge. That is confirmed also by the etymological meaning of 'art', which derives 
from the Latin word Ar-tem (the practice of giving value to the human action, managing the own interest) and 
formerly from the Aryan root Ar (moving onwards, innovating). From art derives also artifact (literally done to 
art) but even artificial, artisan, i.e. produced by humans. In the greek world, art was meant as téchne (craft) 
that nowadays evolves into téchne-logos (discourse), hence technology. Aristotle explains how logos is itself 
a téchne, as it needs something metaxù, in between, that is air (for speech or music), or paper (for writing). In 
this way he recognizes the constitutive role of media, therefore of arti-facts and techno-logies, as what makes 
possible the relation, the thought and the action. As argued by Martin (2019), 'media organize': they have to 
be thought of less as conduits or channels connecting one agent with another, and more as structuring 
conditions configuring the very possibility of agency.  
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Accordingly, such sources can be found in ancient and millennial constructs, which lead to the very archetypes 
of our social cohabitation and our sense-making of the world: the thought that becomes philosophy, the matter 
that becomes art, the relation that becomes medium. Therefore, while arts and media have long been 
considered as objects of management knowledge and business practices, we invite scholars to consider them 
also as sources from which management could learn, looking "Now" at the past to inspire the future. 

In this direction, we welcome empirical and conceptual papers that address, even not exclusively, the following 
fields of cultural production and themes: music, performing arts, dance, theatre; visual arts, media arts; 
museums and festivals; media in/for/as organizing; cinema, novels, comics; sports and e-sports; magic, mime, 
puppetry; philosophical foundations of organization; inclusion and disability through philosophy/arts/media. 
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UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG): 

Goal 4: Quality education, Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth, Goal 10: Reducing inequalities 

 

Publication Outlet: 

Organizational Aesthetics 

International Journal of Arts Management 
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For more information contact: 

Domenico Napolitano, Scuola Superiore Meridionale, Naples, Italy - domenico.napolitano-ssm@unina.it 
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